
Andy Wu (Bo-Ting Wu)

Backend Developer / Taipei, Taiwan

A fast learner with two-year experience in building web services (SaaS). Trained
to be highly concerned about scalability and reliability during development. Also
passionate about writing clean code to make code maintainable and reusable.
Enjoying building systems that can serve people brings me a great sense of
achievement.

 

andywu.tw

linkedin.com/in/andywu0913

andywu0913@hotmail.com

Skills
Tech Stacks: Node.js (Express.js, Sequelize) | Golang (Gin, GORM) | MySQL | MongoDB | Redis | Kafka*

DevOps Tools: CI: Jenkins | CD: Argo CD* | Kubernetes* | GCP | Docker | Prometheus + Grafana

Software Development Methodologies: GitFlow | GitLab Flow | GitOps Flow* | Agile methodologies with Jira

Others: Linux (Ubuntu, CentOS) | Advanced RDBMS knowledge (query plan, index, isolation levels, and MVCC)

*Self-taught.

Education
B.S., Computer Science, Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2016 - 2020

Visiting Program, Computer Science, Winona State University, MN, U.S., 2018 - 2019

Work Experiences

Backend Developer

Future Tech Development Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan  •  Feb. 2021 - Present

A member of the platform team in charge of: design API interfaces from user stories, write docs, run design
reviews with the team lead, and developing microservices for the online casino games admin dashboard and
game server.

Achievements
Build robust microservices by applying cloud design patterns including single �ight, retry with backoff,
and graceful shutdown.

Refactor legacy code to reach clean code standards which bene�t future maintenance.

Optimize a slow query in the pagination API and speed up the execution at least twice as fast.

Investigate and successfully adjust a SQL query that frequently causes database deadlock.

Set up Prometheus and Grafana in the development environment for system monitoring. And integrate
with the messaging app (LINE) to get instant abnormal alerts.

Expedite every teammate's testing process during development by creating a handy one-click game login
tool as my side project.

Fullstack Summer Intern

Cathay Life Insurance Co., Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan  •  Jul. 2019 - Aug. 2019

https://andywu.tw/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andywu0913/
mailto:andywu0913@hotmail.com


A member of the internal investment system team in the investment information sector in charge of
implementing and integrating frontend web views and backend APIs according to the specs.

Achievements
The �rst time learned to write unit tests and integration tests and their importance, work collaboration,
and the full software development cycle in a large-sized insurance company (800+ employees in the IT &
Engineering Dept.) in the industry when being a student.

Side Projects

Personal website and tech blog hosted on GCP

https://andywu.tw  https://notes.andywu.tw

Tech stacks: GCP | GCE | Cloud�are CDN | Docker | Prometheus + Grafana
Believe sharing is the best way to learn. Continuous learning and taking tech notes hoping to bene�t others,
also documenting the growth of my developer journey.


